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Abstract

In everyday life young people with ethnic minority background, or “the new youth” in Europe, face both a social and cultural integration challenge. On the one hand, they are placed as other young people in an individualisation and identity process of late modern youth life which is demanding and important for future social success. On the other hand, they are challenged by a new cultural lifestyle which may be different from traditions and values of parents. This cultural integration process therefore may make it difficult to engage and become successful in late modern life. So, their cultural identity is challenged and in a change. This way of contrasting two different perspectives in young people’s lives seems difficult because of the different theoretical views embedded in these perspectives. What however both approaches seem to overlook is, that ethnic minority social integration is a process which has in its centre the individual and individualised agent. This focus combines the two perspectives. The integration process is mostly about the agent as an engaged player in his or her life. An agent is one who finds and uses energy in a process of becoming integrated in some kind of social and cultural life. In our paper, we use experiences from Danish research and our European research project Up2Youth to draw some lines in understanding the life of the group of “new youth” and their situation as caught in-between processes of objective and subjective social integration. Especially we will focus on young peoples’ activities as their solution to the process of developing late modern agency according to the demand of individualised social responsibility.
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1. Introduction

The ethnic picture in Europe is in a change. More and more people are moving to Western European societies. Many of these “new immigrants” or ethnic minority groups are well integrated in Western European everyday life. They are educated or engaged in education and therefore they take up jobs and political engagement as local ethnic citizens. However, the harmony is not total. At present parts of ethnic minority male youth have taken the front pages in many newspapers all over Europe. Unemployment and educational problems are most visible and also antisocial behaviour and gang membership call for attention. Many of these problems follow the general crises in Europe and in many ways they also include ethnic local youth [1]. It is as in the “chair-game”. When the music stops, one chair is missing and one person will be out. The ethnic problem seems to be that very often the loosing person will be a migrant young person. Most chairs seem to be reserved and the admission to the chairs may be hindered.

However, at the same time ethnic minority girls are doing better and better. These differences both between “foreign” minority youth and local ethnic youth, and also the better social integrative perspectives for women, call for explanations.

To learn about the ethnic minority youth in Europe, a part of the “Up2Youth project” compared the ethnic youth’s situation in different regions of Europe [2]. One important ambition was to make it possible to compare not only the general level of ethnic minority youth integration in Europe, but to localise the integration processes by comparing local and minority youth in same regions on central integrative parameters. To do this we developed an “integration coefficient”. Integration was seen as having three central dimensions: Education, job and everyday life. In this first work with the integration coefficient, it was, however, only possible to collect knowledge on education and job-situation and compare the relation between ethnic and local youth on these variables [3]. The coefficient showed among other things differences in between European countries as Denmark and Spain, and especially the greater difficulties for becoming integrated in Denmark compared to Spain pointed to educational differences. The high educational level in Denmark compared to Spain seemed to make it more difficult for ethnic minority youth to be integrated in Denmark. We may say that in the “chair game” perspective, ethnic minority youth not only meet reserved chairs but they also have problems for accessing the free chairs.

1.1. A Theoretical Framework for Understanding Individualisation and Ethnic Minority Youth Development

In this paper, we follow a youth social integration perspective. Instead of starting looking at the issue of ethnicity or culture and then investigate it’s implications for young people we will start analysing challenges of late modern youth life and then look for the specific problems these challenges create to young people with a migration or ethnic minority background. In this way we try to focus both youth social integration as an objective and subjective challenge, which calls for knowledge about both societal and social conditions for young ethnic minority youth and for knowledge about their own individual agency.

Ethnic minority youth moving to Europe are becoming agents of a new late modern youth life. Youth life perspectives and options however do not exist everywhere. Youth is a historical and societal construction. Youth therefore is an objective social construct which forms subjective individual life. If we look at European youth development it has been shown how youth life was constructed in educational life in the bourgeois society in the start of the 19th century. Youth became a time of learning to become a modern individualised citizen, and youth life became a transition phase between family life and adult productive society. School and other educational institutions constructed youth as an individualisation process. Late modern youth life is based on the same perspective of individualisation, education and competence. Individualisation demands of course have changed in late modern society but youth life is still the most important time for the construction of the “societal individual” which is able to engage and function in society. The youth challenge for all young people therefore could be seen in a double perspective of “individualisation in biography” (Figure 1) [4].

The individualisation in biography process has changed historically according to both the individualisation

---

1It is difficult to find a theoretical concept which point to the real process of young people who are moving from non European or other non Western societies to Europe. In its broadest sense it includes young people with a “non late modern” cultural background. In this paper we use the concepts of ethnic minority youth or immigrant youth to focus young people who have other cultural background than local European youth. Also inside Europe, of course, cultural differences are obvious.
challenge and the organising of biography.

In the former and also traditional, basically agricultural and static societies a specific youth life or youth biography did not exist. Here some clear differences existed between children and adults, and the training for becoming an adult took place in everyday farming life under the lead of the adults.

In the modern changing bourgeois society a phase of transition developed. Bourgeois family life had developed a specific childhood and production demanded new qualifications. Therefore it became necessary to develop at time of change, a transition from child to adult [5,6]. In this way youth life became a bridge between childhood and adulthood which became institutionalised in educational systems. The demands for qualifications according to productive life and political engagement created educational life. Therefore, educational institutions organised a youth biography according to social class belonging and individualisation demands, and the individuality phase was often taken care of by teachers.

Today late modern democratic knowledge society is challenging the traditional social class structures and therefore also the social class dependent construction of youth. Youth development and social integration today concerns all young people, and the development of individual competence does not only take place in educational institutions but in many different social contexts. Individual learning trajectories are becoming life long.

This has also changed the biographical perspective. Youth is no longer a transition time between childhood and adulthood, but maybe more a consumer time involving all citizens. Today youth biography seems to be an individual life style choice much more than a social and structural construction [7].

We may therefore point to three possible scenarios, which have historical roots, but which may also exist as youth life forms today:

- A short—if any—youth life dominated by adults. This transition model comes from the agricultural society model.
- An educationally formed youth life, or institutional biography formed by teachers. This transition model comes from the modern society model.
- A personal or individual choice biography supported by education, media, peers, parents and teachers. This “prolonged youth time” model is the model of the late modern society.

These perspectives make it obvious that the creation, construction and challenges of youth are dependent on the changes along the two dimensions of individualisation and biography.

These challenges may take different forms according to the construction of youth life as a biographical opportunity of individualisation in a local process of social integration. And though youth life varies across Europe, it may as a late modern individualisation process contradict traditional and cultural expectation from traditional family life, and here especially for migrant ethnic minority youth.

To understand the ethnic minority youth situation, therefore, it becomes important to develop a further understanding of the forms of late modern challenges of individualisation and family support in youth life.

1.2. Late Modern Individualisation and Biography Challenges

All young people in late modern western societies are confronted by an individualised social integration process [8-11].
The overall challenge of social integration points to two different perspectives of individualisation; at the one hand an institutional individualisation process existing at an institutional level and at the other hand an individual individualisation formed by the way the individual develops his/her individual biography—or trajectory—in individual life. And because late modern development “de-institutionalises” the institutional practices and therefore the institutional individualisation process, the “individual individualisation” and “individual socialisation” have become more important but also much more an individual challenge and choice than before [12].

The two aspects of individualisation both point to changing societal relations and to two different historical constructs: The development from the modern society to the late modern society is among other things about the challenge of deinstitutionalisation. We may talk about a shift in an individualisation modus from a “modern” modus where “institutional individualisation” was central, to a “late-modern” modus, where “individual individualisation” has become focused. The late modern development has underlined the new situation in which the individual life has become deinstitutionalised according to space and rules and unsecured according to biographical trajectory development. Life has become “episodes” and the individual trajectory has become a biographical subjectivation process, as it is called by Leccardi [7,13,14].

These changes have influenced youth development practices [15]. As the model (Figure 2) shows, youth individualisation has changed from a modern individualisation process (modus 1) to a late modern individualisation process (modus 2).

In modern society youth individualisation was formed by rather strong authoritarian rules in family life and educational participation. In “modus 1”, the family and the school were responsible for the development of the individual. Qualifications, normative learning, education, and socialisation were central parts of the modern individualisation. At the start of the 20th century, this institutional individualisation had spread from the middle classes to all social classes. However, in the 1960s and 1970s, this individualisation process became criticized and attacked by young people. In school life and family life they had developed an individual subjectivity, which made them able to criticise authoritarian adults. Especially young people who experienced this new subject status (the 68’s) were demanding equal rights and changes. Schoolteachers and parents should no longer decide what young people should do; instead, they should support the development and individual individualisation of young people. Adults and children/youth should be seen as equals. The resulting political and popular interest in supporting equality and a democratic relation between adults and children/youth particularly found its way into the field of pedagogy, where it democratised the view of children and youth and created a new “child-view” or child-understanding in late modern Western world.

Today, the late modern “modus 2” view of the individual as a subject is generally acknowledged in political, pedagogical and scientific arguments. Late modern society is based on unique, autonomous, and self-attentive individuals, and therefore society must support the individuals’ social qualities, but more importantly also their societal qualities, the individual’s sociality. The modern society created the individual but the late modern society support the individual in becoming “societal” [4].

Some adults have a hard time to see their own role in connection to children and young people. To be equal involves an anti-authoritarian attitude which can result in a situation where parents and other adults step back and leave children and young people to themselves. In this situation young people may become self centred or

![Figure 2. The changing modes of individualisation from the modern society to the late modern society.](image-url)
At the same time young people may look for social support and social references to solve everyday life problems and they may find their social network among peers, in a peer culture, which may create problems of social integration, both for the young person and for society. They may position themselves in opposition to a process of developing into society or to face societal responsibilities. Sociality can fail. The new anti-authoritarian, democratic, and subjectivist society produces both winners and losers and in the new liberal Western world, the new individualisation demands are often difficult, challenging, and contrasting [7,9-11].

Demands of self-managing and finding one’s own answers pose many young people with unsolvable challenges in a changing world. In addition, a growing inequality in societies makes the differentiation process of developing into society an individual challenge. At the same time, the anti-authoritarian or “democratic” society makes the difference between being young and adult very unclear. Also, the braking down of institutionalised biographies makes the difference between young and adult uncertain. Instead, we all become “consumers of modernity”. Family life is dominated by shopping and consumption, and late modern political life makes voters to consumers of politics. The logic of consumerism also penetrates into our personal lives, e.g. it has become normal for young people to present themselves as a form of product offered at the youth market. They may do this in many ways e.g. consuming and by establishing a self-promoting profile on a dating website. In addition, especially media presents individualisation as an individualistic competition, which asks for individual talents and looks but not very often for education and competencies.

Individualisation is changing and so is the biography. In the late modern world, there are no transitions. We are all consumers, and we move in different contexts, which are all fragments of a greater late modern lifestyle challenge. Biography is formed in individual trajectories among different lifestyles [8]. Youth is no longer a clear-cut transition phase as it was in the bourgeois society. Instead, youth has almost become the aim of your attention. Today everybody wants to be young. Young people appear in the media, commercials, music etc. The Peter Pan-dream of staying young is a theme for adults, and children’s wishes to become young as fast as possible are encouraged by parents and pedagogues in terms of clothes, sexualisation, singing contests etc. The popularity of youth life has invaded both childhood and adult life making both more or less disappearing [16,17].

Youth seems to be caught in a new contradiction. At the same time as youth life seems to disappear as a transition phase youth has become more and more sought after.

The prolonged youth phase or consumer life and particularly the vanishing adult life affect the education system and young people’s future plans. When the clear-cut educational paths become blurred and the adult life becomes invisible or perhaps even non-existing [16], young people are forced to make decisions without being able to assess the consequences. Young people are therefore forced to act upon their own reading of the world and by this process form their own futures. They are forced into a structuration or configuration process [2], where they themselves are continuously creating the conditions for their coming actions but without being able to predict the end goals [18-20]. In this situation, the peers have become the most influential reference and social network. Not only are peer relations constructed in children’s and young people’s lives, but also peers are in the same difficult situation and in this situation, they become the most strong support group. Peer life therefore becomes the solution to challenges of self-responsibility, but at the same time also creates a situation of peer control.

The socially organised trajectories have disappeared and left young people with a demand of developing their own individual biography. A special development seems to be that many young people who do not experience success in educational life do not look for work or adult life. They look for friends and jobs and opportunities which will keep them inside their peer relations network and therefore able to “stay young”. Especially young people who have few opportunities in educational systems therefore look for new ways of making a living or to become societal actors. As they experience both differentiation and—especially ethnic minority youth—discrimination in their everyday lives, they try to find other social contexts and societal opportunities in society.

1.3. The Question of Social and Cultural Integration

Ethnic minority youth or migrant youth are in more ways caught in a conflict between social integration and culture, which influences the understanding of the relation between society, culture and individual. In understanding the problems of social integration, cultural background of course has been seen as both an objective and subjective factor.

From everyday and political perspectives culture has been looked at as values and practices among ethnic
minority groups. In theoretical perspectives more different understandings of culture exist as it is shown in Figure 3. In the terms of Talcott Parsons, culture informs the socialisation process between individual and society (Model 1). In this way it tells how individuals must learn to function culturally inside the societal conditions [21,22]. This very general model has been criticized, especially as a model for integrating new and ethnic minority groups. The model points to a normative assimilation of all individuals in society and to a maybe very static society. In contrast to this assimilative model a more culturally relativistic or “democratic” model has become popular especially in radical policy. Its main point is that all cultures have equal value and therefore should be recognised equally. Instead of looking at the relation between culture, individual and society it only looks at the relation between culture and identity (Model 2) [23,24]. In this identity-culture model, which also could be called a culture-psychological model, culture and identity are seen as internally connected. This means that a change in one of the elements also causes changes in the other. The model therefore becomes static in another way. It opposes any cultural change because it is seen as an attack on the individual identity—and also all individual change and development because it may be seen as an attack on the culture and tradition of the minority group.

The problem of both these models is their abstract and static perspectives. They look at social integration as a process between cultures and not as a developmental situation for children and young people. Young ethnic minority youth are in a developmental situation— as all other young people— where they are becoming individualised as both societal and cultural agents. Therefore it might be expedient to understand the social integrative process of ethnic minority youth from an individualisation process position instead of looking at social integration as a cultural integrative process (model 3). Ethnic minority youth could be seen as agents of their future in a social, contextual and cultural world which changes according to the agency of young people [24].

1.4. Ethnic Minority Youth Social Integration and Individualisation

Ethnic minority youth are placed as cultural agents in late modern society. As such, they are placed in the same educational and social challenges as all other. In most cases, this is not a specific problem, though for some ethnic minority youth problems may show. Especially first generation ethnic minority youth experience challenges in many ways. They may need knowledge of norms and social expectation, they may experience language problems and other late modern practices (e.g. in sexual relations) as these are not part of their family upbringing. Therefore cultural or family background strongly influences their social and societal understanding. In addition, biographical perspectives seem challenging. It is not easy to draw future perspectives if adult perspectives and role models are week and they mostly experience discrimination in everyday life. To first generation ethnic minority youth it may be difficult to become an agent of late modern youth life.

As the late modern society has become a complicated consumer society and as individualisation includes development of late modern individualisation competencies, youth life is not only about youth lifestyles or cultures. Youth life is based on education and therefore the—often hidden—logic of late modern youth life could be seen
as a training of competencies for colonising the future. This means that young people in their youth life overcome childhood and becomes consumers of late modern youth life but with the perspective that all learning points to the future challenges of being able to organise the future with the help of late modern qualities as reflexivity, knowledge and values. They have become included in the individualisation process of late modern European societies.

From a more subjective position it seems as if ethnic minority or migrant young people have to find their own answers to the integration questions. The first question seems to be which forms of social integration and individualisation they should engage in to become social integrated. At the one hand ethnic minority youth may want to be treated as all other European young people. In this homogeneous perspective of “equal opportunity” they are on the road to become both socially and culturally integrated in the European society. At the other hand they could choose a more heterogeneous perspective. They may want a more multicultural social integration model, which makes it possible for them to develop different forms of social and cultural lifestyles. They may wish to combine culture and identity as the subjective solution to their situation.

Both models, however, seem to create problems. The homogeneous model places ethnic minority youth in a double challenge of both being young and foreign and in this way the equal opportunity model makes successful individual social integration especially difficult for ethnic minority youth as they will be placed in competition with local ethnic youth. The heterogeneous model may seem to make individual social integration easier, because the social integration process contains more opportunities. But at the same time this “cultural relativistic model” may both create practical difficulties for ethnic minority youth in managing late modern job life and it may create a society where cultural categorical integration correlates social class and ethnicity—and often with ethnic minority groups in the lower socio-economical situation. In UK, where the multicultural society has been a more accepted model of social integration, many reports tell that this multicultural model leads not only to a culturally pluralistic society but also to cultural conflicts and forms of social inequality which seem to follow ethnic lines.

Individual, cultural and social integration are closely connected and the choice of integrative understanding has important consequences both for the individual and for society, for both social and structural integration. A central challenge for ethnic minority or emigrant young people therefore is if they should engage in the individualisation process as it is constructed in a late modern society and as it is formed in late modern youth life or they should lean more on their parental cultural practices and values and seek support in the family.

1.5. Family Perspectives

The social integration of Western young people is formed according to future life in European late modern societies, and therefore young people’s social integration is based in the educational system and points to late modern aspects of individualisation. In late modern societies therefore young people have to learn to function individually and “culturally” as agents in late modern western world. If ethnic minority youth become agents in late modern European societies then this form of individual agency however may be in conflict with the cultural background of ethnic minority youth, where social integration may be expected to follow the logic of social or cultural categorical integration—where social categories refer to family, kin, local dependencies etc. Therefore a first aspect of the challenge of social and cultural integration and individualisation points to a contradiction between categorical social integration and late modern individual social integration.

The challenge of social and cultural integration for young people points back to the role of families. Therefore a complex mixture of changing family life, youth life understanding and culture and socio/economical resources becomes important for all young people but especially for ethnic minority youth social integration. In addition, especially for ethnic minority boys, the options for taking part in a youth life with growing influence from peers also change the role of the family socialisation perspective. At the same time as the family seems to loose it’s influence to peers, we experience that family background seems most crucial for young people’s development. Family life influences children’s and young people’s educational opportunities [25].

To get a first grip on family influence and family support in youth life we may focus how families as objective conditions could be analysed according to how they take care of their functions, or how they become families.

From family historical knowledge [26,27], we see that three basic structures of family exist, both as they have developed in history and also as they function today. First there is the traditional, kin-orientated family, which
we may call the reproductive family, both because it reproduces family forms from farming societies and makes the family in the sense of “kin” the agent of history, but also because it “reproduces” children. In a static society children are brought up towards being as the adults were before. This does not mean, of course, that the family does not try to modernise, or that the parents do not want their children (especially boys) to be better educated than they themselves are. However, in this type of family, the family comes before the individual. Family or kin is the basic of social security, and family “honour” is more important than individual—developmental-freedom. Social responsibility goes to the family in the meaning of “kin”. In this family, children may have problems keeping up with the many demands of late-modern life and education and, at the same time, engaging in their more traditional family life patterns. Not surprisingly, these types of problems may be most characteristic during youth, and especially among young immigrants whose families come from rural areas.

The second type is the productive family. It still has a traditional perspective, and the perspectives come from the bourgeois family. Today it is understood as the middle-class family or housewife family [28-30]. This family is no longer based on “kin”, but has become a “nuclear family” with close relations between parents and children. As such, it socialises children or produces individual children. It creates children and gives them prerequisites for a later individualisation in youth and educational life. This family form supports young people’s education and competencies for future working life. At the same time, however, this family form can produce personal problems for children and young people. The challenge of being good enough and fulfilling parents’ expectations may create psychological distress or disturbances for the young people.

The third type of family is the supportive family in which the parents try to function as friends or maybe peers of their children. Mostly it is a result of 68’ and the “new child perspective”. This family is trying to forget traditional family patterns in its orientation towards late modern individual challenges. It is in a transition from the modern family to a modernistic or late modern family, in which all family members are individuals in their own right [4,10]. This family may become a form of network or association that competes for influence with other networks that the family members engage in. One of the central objectives of the late-modern family is its emotional support of its members and its support for children to exert themselves in society. The central objective is to further the development of the children’s and young person’s individuality as an inherent quality. The concept of children as a project is an example of this orientation [31,32]. Obviously, the concern of the adults is not that children and youth should be brought up to be strictly like their parents, or that the children are just adults to be. The children are seen as unique persons from the very beginning, strangers so to speak, whom the parents have to get to know and who have a claim on receiving support from parents and other adults for engaging in their future life. This situation of course also often creates problems. Children and youth may be misguided or—maybe more often—they may not be guided or supported at all. They may not be given conditions for developing “ontological security” [9], or they may be unable to participate competently in different institutional developmental practices. Some of these potential problems may be most visible during youth.

In any way, the supportive family may become an active player in developing late modern individualisation. Not only in the sense that it produces children, but because it becomes able to support young people and also because it adapts to shifting conditions of individualisation in modernity. It creates new forms of social and organisational “answers”. Thus, the modern developments of youth individualisation and youth life also influence the life of the modernistic family. The family becomes a supportive network like other sorts of networks.

The supportive or “friendly” family seems able to support the late modern youth life development. By becoming friends or even peers to their kids, the parents will still have the ability to help and support their young kids.

1.6. The Construction of Youth Differentiation and Ethnic Differences

Both the socialisation process and the family function influence youth development. And especially the ways the different aspects of upbringing and family life cooperate seem to become most important.

The Danish National Centre for Social Research in more research reports has shown the importance of late modern family life [33]. This research operates with three variables or risk factors:
1) Parents on social welfare,
2) Parents not having a vocational education and,
3) Children or young persons not living with both father and mother.

From their research, they are able to show, that even though the single factors influence the children’s educa-
tional success, especially if two or more risks are present simultaneously the risk for non-success in education increases seriously.

The risk factors point to difficulties in individualisation. And they tell that successful individualisation is very much influenced by family life.

If this knowledge is combined with our understanding of family forms and socialisation practices, some perspectives seem to develop. Families are important in the social integration process, but their success depends on the family’s own social integration.

Though families today vary all over Europe the late modern development and its challenge of individualisation influences all family development. Not only ethnic minority families, but all families are under pressure to modernise. Not necessarily to become the supportive family, but to support modern individualisation in children and young persons. The picture may not be unambiguous, but all sorts of family life are under pressure to support youth individualisation and the development of youth subjectivity.

What we can observe today is that the “fragmented contextualisation” [15] or the “biographical subjectivation” [13] of individualisation leads to a network construction, which includes family life. Families are under pressure to become contexts like other contexts. The role of the family seems not any longer only to be to prepare for adult individualisation, but to be an active partner in the construction of individualisation. Therefore, families are in the midst of a comprehensive change. They are changing according to socialisation goals, to personal relations and to authority structure. Parents feel they are needed but not what they are needed for. Therefore, parents maybe see children and youth as “friends” and “equals” but have difficulties in finding ways of both securing value and normative support, but also in taking on their new role as counsellors for their children. They may easily support there children’s cultural agency as a very private subjectivity.

If we focus the ethnic minority youth family situation many factors are influencing the situation. However, ethnic minority youth is on the road to late modern individualisation as other young people even though they may meet more obstacles to becoming successful. One of those is the family life and family support to manage youth and educational life, late modern individualisation challenges and the process of individual individualisation. It seems obvious, that even though many ethnic minority youth come from well functioning families, more ethnic minority youth—compared to ethnic majority youth—come from families, which are “risk families”. In line with all other young people in late modern youth life, ethnic minority youth will be influenced by the form of family support. The reproductive family perspective and the risk families are not very qualified in supporting late modern youth. The productive and well-educated families will be able to support individualisation in youth and therefore educational life as long as the youngsters accept the authoritarian relation and have the same life perspectives as the parents. The supportive and well-educated late modern family will be able to support a more individual biography and therefore new life perspectives among young people.

This picture therefore shows that ethnic youth problem issues are both an ethnic and not-ethnic issue. In addition it shows that the ethnic issue is a social issue and only partly an ethnic issue. Some ethnic minority young people are not supported by their family according to late modern individualisation and they are not successful in educational competition. They may come from “traditional families” which because of their socioeconomically position have become “risk families” in late western societies. One or both parents are often uneducated and on social welfare and also they either do not know or do not like the practices and values of their new culture. They do not support late modern individualisation of their young kids. Young people—and especially the boys—in this situation are caught in a double social and cultural conflict, which they maybe can only escape by giving up family and take part in different forms of peer group activities. At the same time, they easily become marginalised in education. They may have social problems and meet a most differentiating educational system, which marginalise them in youth life. They are especially the new generation of a differentiating society. A marginalised youth.

However many ethnic minority youth are well functioning in Western European societies. They may have non-risk family background and are coming from productive families. They may be supported in the individualisation process especially according to participation in education. For girls from productive families this situation seems very successful. By taking part in education, they emancipate themselves into late modern Western society. Girls from more reproductive or risk families however are in more troubles. They have difficulties in breaking family influence and finding ways into late modern individualisation.

These objective conditions however do not necessarily create problems. Young people may in some way choose their own life in a late modern world. By looking at ethnic minority youth as cultural agents of late mod-
ernity, it becomes clear that they are agents of modernity as all other youth. Therefore, they are trapped in the same challenges as other young people in a differentiating and marginalising society. However, their cultural practices as agents may give them a personal support for coping late modern challenges, but may also cause discrimination and challenges. Especially, they seem vulnerable if they need network and family support to find ways of social integration into late modern individualisation.

1.7. Ethnic Youth as Agents

So, ethnic minority youth are taking part in the chair-play. They can’t avoid the game, but they may protest against its logic or even construct a new play.

Individual, cultural and social integration are closely connected and the choice of agency has important consequences both for the individual and for society, for both social and structural integration.

A central challenge for ethnic minority or migrant young people therefore is, as already mentioned, if they as agents should engage in the individualisation process as it is constructed in a late modern society and as it is formed in late modern youth life or they should lean more at their parental cultural practices and values. And as experiences seem to tell, ethnic minority youth use the opportunities which exist.

The general social integration practices of Western young people are formed according to future life in European late modern societies, and therefore young people’s social integration practices seem to follow the local integrative practices. They are based on the existing youth life and educational opportunities in the local society, but they are looking forward. Ethnic minority youth in this way becomes agents in local societies. They learn to look forward and to function “culturally” as agents in late modern Western world.

Ethnic minority youth are as all other young people placed in today’s challenge of youth, which in late modern societies is formed as a life phase which is maybe not oriented towards becoming an “adult worker” (“transition”) but towards the development of an individualisation which would later on guarantee social integration in late modern society.

This challenge may take different forms according to the construction of youth life as a biographical opportunity of individualisation in a local process of social integration. To understand ethnic minority youth therefore focuses at the challenges of biography development and the demands for individualisation in local contexts. And both challenges vary across Europe and also may contradict traditional and cultural expectation from especially family life, and here especially for migrant ethnic minority youth.

The understanding and role of culture—and religion—influences migrant young peoples engagement in social integration.

As mentioned, culture has at the one hand been understood as values and practices which function as tools for integrating individual and society. In contrast to this assimilative model the more culturally relativistic or “democratic” model has become popular especially in radical ethnicity policy. Its main point is that all cultures have equal value and therefore should be recognised equally. One problem of both these models was that they look at social integration as a process between cultures and not as a developmental situation for children and young people. Therefore we emphasized the understanding of culture of ethnic minority youth from an agency position. Ethnic minority youth are agents of their future in a social, contextual and cultural world which changes according to the agency of young people.

The cultural model however is part of popular and everyday thinking. Ethnic minority youth see, and maybe more than other young people, their life in a culture-identity understanding. Therefore they often prefer this understanding for the illumination of their lives.

The understanding of their life-situation may influence their future. As agents in the colonising of their future they want to be able to function in society. In a late modern society this means, that they may experience hindrances in educational systems and in the introduction to the labour market, which may lead to passivity or radicalisation. In a more cultural relativistic society however young people may find out that they are stranded in an educational emptiness which both creates societal criticism and also new ways of survival based on low education.

The different options for young people also follow their localisation. The experiences that young people may develop point to differences in the overall local societal construction. Universalistic transitions regimes as the Nordic countries offer educational opportunities, but also high expectations in educational systems. Liberal transition regimes as in England underline the rights of the individual but might not support these rights in educa-
tional systems. An employment-centred regime as Germany differentiates education according to a differentiated labour-market and in this way marginalises groups of ethnic minority youth. A sub-protective system as in the Mediterranean societies does institutionalise educational trajectories and does not engage in a more general security in education and jobs. The post communistic regimes seem to mix the different logics of the other regimes and mostly point to changes in societal logics [34].

Of course societal integrative logics are always a mixture of different means and therefore it might be difficult for young people to find out why they experience problems in transition from education to labour-market.

2. The Agency Perspectives of Ethnic Minority Youth

Ethnic minority youth are subjects and agents, and it is important to acknowledge that most ethnic youth is constructing their world and everyday life under the societal conditions which exist in majority society. And instead of only looking at the integrative pressure which is formulated from a societal perspective and which young people might experience and act according to, the agency perspective points to the engagement which ethnic minority youth unfold in their own active process of becoming societal agents [15].

The main point of action and activity theory is to acknowledge human activity as intentional. According to Parsonian theory people act “normatively intentional” [19,22], according to ethno-methodological theory people act “contextually intentional” [35], and in Giddens’ theory, people are intentional in “making a difference” [18]. The awareness that people act intentionally, however, is not the only central aspect of an activity perspective. Rather, an activity theory perspective may focus on activities as people’s intentional engagement in social challenges in their individual lives. Activity points to a mixture of thinking, feeling and acting in demanding social contexts [8,15].

An activity perspective in this way also makes it important to focus the gender issue. Women’s situation and special societal conditions and women’s experiences and individual conditions become essential in understanding activities and women agency. And not least ethnic minority women youth are in a special situation.

In activity, the individual’s understanding of societal, social and individual conditions becomes essential in understanding activities and women agency. And not least ethnic minority women youth are in a special situation.

Making sense of everyday life becomes an important issue [15]. The particular conditions the individual finds important in the specific situation are crucial for the mastering of actual problems or tasks, and the conditions the individual finds important in understanding his or her own life are essential for the engagement in actualisation. In this way the agent combines objective and subjective conditions in their activity. The understanding of being a group member and part of a social context influences the activity. Therefore, knowledge and knowledge-ability, a sort of sense-making, both about social life and oneself, are very important qualities in human life and also a challenge to everyday coping.

The development of activities, knowledge-ability and self-understanding takes place in social relationships in the context [4]. Social relations and interactions are crucial in actualisation. Ethnic minority youth often face demanding opportunities, but at the same time experience social conditions of discrimination and exclusion. Also social conditions and social relations in-between ethnic minority youth may support their individual coping of both social and societal conditions. Ethnic youth cultures, for example, should be seen as representing common forms of activity patterns. They become social representations which also influence their self understanding. Youth cultures are activities made by youngsters in mastering youth-life. Therefore, cultures are both activities and values of activity.

So, ethnic minority youth individualisation is a construction process that both depends on and develops structures and organisations. At the same time, this activity perspective underlines that the primary engagement for the young people is to look for culture and identity as a developmental goal in particular. Rather they are trying to take part in and manage challenges of everyday life. And, if they develop self-identity in this process, it seems fine. They have to find out what they are capable of doing [4].

2.1. Up2Youth Project of Youth as Agents of Late Modern Social Integration

In the Up2Youth project we have tried to integrate different levels of analysis in the study of the situation of ethnic minority youth in late modern Europe [3]. On an analytical level we have integrated concepts of individual agency in youth transitions with new insights in changing biographical resources of young members of ethnic

---

[3] Denmark, Portugal, Spain, Germany, Finland and Romania are researching participants, see www.up2youth.org
minorities. The focus on transitions to work allows investigation on how individual resources can be recognised by public policies converting inequality structures into cultural and social capital.

On the policy level, the project deals with the conditions and possibilities of individual agency of ethnic minority youth in different transition regimes in the interplay between education systems, labour markets and modes of integration.

At a theoretical analytical level the challenge is about combining questions of ethnicity and youth understanding, as have already been done in this paper. The social integration of Western young people points to late modern aspects of individualisation, and therefore the task of young people is to learn to function culturally as agents in late modern world. While many ethnic minority young people are able to manage these challenges, others react by dropping out from training schemes and develop subcultures which can be stuck in disintegrated arenas. In this situation they are not only experiencing discrimination or racism but also frustrations in their ambitions for becoming recognised in every day life and the integrative arenas of school and work.

2.2. To Get Closer

In our first report in Up2Youth we tried to develop a methodological approach, “The integration coefficient”, which pointed to knowledge as always comparative in a local context. The “integration coefficient” made it clear that comparison should not be between ethnic groups in Europe, but between different groups of young people within the same social contexts [3]. It generated contextual knowledge about educational and occupational activities as the basic knowledge to be compared on a more general level. We therefore pointed to the interest in finding ways of analysing contextual knowledge at a more analytical comparative level.

In the developing of this contextual comparison between ethnic minority and majority youth it became visible that even the contextual or local knowledge should be further developed. It became important to give not a full portrait, but some examples of contextual agency among ethnic minority youth. It became important to find out how “figurations” and “configurations” look like in different situations and to get closer to the process of social integration as the process of the individual agent.

Therefore a case approach was developed. We wanted to learn from cases of ethnic minority youth agency to find out how they formed and developed their agency in the new societal setting of late modern Europe. In this respect we tried to find “critical cases”, as it is argued in Robert K. Yin’s book “Case Study Research” [36].

This approach of course have been tried in different case studies, but our intention was not only to give cases of individual agency, but to learn from the separated case stories according to more general themes and to build a comparative reflection by putting the cases side by side. Therefore we collected “scientific case stories” from different countries which seem to give important knowledge about ethnic minority youth activities in handling societal challenges.

Here, especially five different “figuration themes” were focused: “Agency and learning models”, “employability and employment perspectives”, “subcultures”, “re-ethnicization and policy”, and “development of social responsibility”.

To investigate these issues we looked through the literature to find case descriptions which could give information on these levels and issues. The collected cases made up the data material for a qualitative analysis.

The result of this analysis is not a final conclusion about ethnic minority cultural agency. Rather the conclusion tells which perspectives and questions exist in the field and asks for answers to the current situation of ethnic minority youth in Europe.

Our main interest and focus of the studies has been to get closer to the content concerning what could be called “contextual agency”, which includes processes of progression, dynamics and movements both individually and socially in different arenas as well as within the recipient society.

2.3. Social Responsibility

In this paper we have chosen to focus the social responsibility perspective as it could be understood as agency.

The challenge of thinking about social responsibility in relation to ethnic minority young people is to view social responsibility as a central aspect of social integration and late modern individualisation:

The process of social integration and individualisation takes place when the individual actualizes her/his individual biographical trajectory. For all young people this process typically takes place in mainly five different arenas: peer group, family, school, work, and organised leisure time (e.g. associations, ethnic clubs, sport clubs
etc.). Within each arena different logics, experiences, possibilities, and limitations exist, and the actualization of the individual biography in youth life could be understood as a process of structuration [18].

In principle, the process of individualisation is no different for ethnic minority youth than for majority population youth—they face the same issues of managing youth life. They are all dependent on the contextual demands and the enabling and constraining conditions of late modern youth life. However, many young people come from family backgrounds that are not able to support late modern youth life demands, and especially some ethnic minority youth may come from families, which are not able to give late modern youth life support. For analytical purposes it may seem expedient to categorise families according to the three different family logics: the reproductive family, the productive family and the supportive family. Parts of ethnic minority youth come from “reproductive families” characterized by parents with little or no education coming from typically rural areas with different cultural practices and no experience of late modern youth life. This poses the double challenge for ethnic minority youth both to manage the many challenges of late modern youth life which all young people are confronted with, and to manage late modern youth life with little or no family understanding and support for what this process involves. To develop social responsibility in late modern world is part of late modern individualisation and therefore a different challenge for different groups of young people.

2.3.1. Social Responsibility and Modes of Arranging
As already mentioned the process of individualisation is historically structured. In modern times, it is possible to talk about two forms of individualisation processes. The modern individualisation process where the central idea was, that it was society’s task to develop its members’ individualisation through socialisation processes. Today it is different—the late modern individualisation process is no longer institutionalised in society, instead it is a prerequisite for societal participation [4]. This means that a central societal task is to continually establish and secure society and the individual’s sociality. In terms of social responsibility and individualisation processes, it therefore becomes crucial to explore both what youth is structurally offered in relation to social participation, and what they experience as possibilities of social participation. In order to grasp this interplay of connections it is possible to view the arenas of youth life in terms of what we can call modes of arranging—how are social trajectories arranged, and how do youth arrange themselves in relation to the tasks of securing society and their own sociality? What logics, possibilities, limitations exist and how do youth act, experience and actualize social responsibility? It becomes an issue of viewing individual and social trajectories and local modes of arranging of the arenas in relation to their appropriateness/suitability to the challenge of securing society, individual sociality, and social participation.

A possible hypothesis is that the above mentioned family logics can be seen as modes of arranging that not alone exist in the arena of the family but also in other arenas of social life. For instance, when ethnic minority youth work in family businesses they might secure their position in the family and cover economical needs, but it also orients them less towards developing their own individual sociality in late modern life because their trajectories might be limited to reproduction of their parents’ trajectories’ (the youth does not achieve adequate formal competencies in the school arena). This means that their mode of arranging in the family arena affects the school arena which orients them towards the family but not a greater late modern social responsibility of participation.

2.3.2. Zones of Politics
In terms of policy level affecting the arenas of youth life, we can talk about zones of politics situated between the arenas. The arenas are reciprocally affected by policy levels, but when we view these as zones between arenas we can see them as zones which help to interlink arenas or pose borders between arenas. e.g. in Germany the policy level affecting the school system (Dual system) might pose borders for some young people’s options of citizenship. Another example is the Danish 24-year-rule. (This law states that marriage between a Danish citizen, or a person with residence permit, and a foreigner is not allowed under the age of 24—the political motive behind the law was to prevent pro forma and arranged marriages). On one hand, the law secures ethnic minority youth from arranged marriages with foreign citizens, and therefore might be said to a certain degree to protect (be appropriate for) the arena of school life and peer group where late modern sociality can develop and social responsibility be actualised. On the other hand, the law might comprise other principles of individual freedom to choose marriage partner, and we can not definitely state that early marriage establish orientations away from societal participation.
2.4. Case Analysis on Social Responsibility

Based on all the cases from the thematic groups in the Up2Youth project some perspectives appear. The cases point to some general questions about how it might be meaningful to structure a case analysis on social responsibility:

• How can social responsibility as constituted locally in modes of arranging in different arenas of youth life be explored? How is social responsibility constituted in the family, the peer group, the school, the work place, and the organized free time? How do youth life arenas overlap or contradict each other? How do zones of politics affect the arenas?

• How does the individual connect and commit herself/himself? And to what? What is there to commit and connect to?

• What is the appropriateness/suitability of the social and individual trajectories in relation to individualization, social integration, and social responsibility? Do they point towards social participation and sociality, to inclusion or exclusion?

• Inclusion and exclusion seems like one way of operationalise social responsibility: Which social trajectories are available? And which ones are experienced as available? Are the societal structures open for ethnic minority youth? Are there connections between the individual and the social trajectories? Inclusion and exclusion can be further divided into subjective and objective discrimination: Are the societal structures forcing certain individuals and/or groups to seek other educational and/or labour market trajectories than the majority youth? How do groups and/or individuals experience their societal positions and their options of actualizing a biography?

These questions are points of attention which emerged from the cases and therefore we are using them in the presentation of how social responsibility is present in the different cases. Our aim is not to make conclusive interpretations of the cases, but on the contrary to use these points of attention to question the cases and thereby raise new questions which will increase our understanding of social responsibility.

2.5. Processes of Social Exclusion

2.5.1. Cultural Agency

A German case of the “Turkish Power Boys” [37] portrays how some ethnic minority youth create alternative identities in a youth gang by processes of re-ethnicisation. The boys are allotted possibilities of participation in the formal education system and the peer group. However, they do not manage the transition from school to labour market very well. They are subjects to objective discrimination based on socio-economical conditions which lead to cultural and institutional discrimination. The question is how this objective discrimination is experienced—do the boys feel socially excluded? Perhaps their strategy of re-ethnicisation can be seen as an expression of an experienced exclusion. Re-ethnicisation therefore becomes a logic of arranging that takes place in the arena of the peer group—it is a form a cultural agency. The next important question is whether their social responsibility is only connected to their own peer group? In other words, does the peer group turn its back on sociality, or does it point itself towards other groups such as the family and their ethnic community? Perhaps their participation in the peer group can strengthen certain competences or social identity to such a degree that they will be able to participate in other arenas in youth life. In other words, does re-ethnicisation strengthen their cultural capital to a degree where they can become societal participants in the future? The central question therefore becomes whether re-ethnicisation leads to social participation or an enforcement of an existing structural discrimination and possible subjective experience of discrimination.

A Portuguese case of Black Rap of Lisbon [38] shows how groups of ethnic minority youth express themselves through rap music. It becomes an expression of cultural agency—a way of expressing social participation and drawing attention to objective and subjective discrimination. It becomes a way of establishing an arena, where they are not directly in opposition to society. The Portuguese rappers are participating in society with the aim of changing it. The rap music groups are situated in different neighbourhoods which on one hand protect the youth but might also limit them in leaving these areas—it is a mode of arranging of the peer group and organized free time arenas, which potentially can exclude them from entering societal trajectories. The same danger exists with the Turkish Power Boys. So even though the rap music is an expression of agency, it is questionable whether the music helps the youth. They rap about social participation but it is questionable whether this involvement in youth culture activities influence, facilitate, or maybe even limit options of participating?
2.5.2. Turning Away from Society

A Danish case of “The Broken Mirror” [39] gives a first hand impression of how subjective discrimination is experienced by ethnic minority youth in a socially marginalised ghetto. The young people do not experience that they have any options of participating—for the boys the future is a four meter high wall. They are oriented towards their peer group, less towards their families and they are developing identities in opposition to the Danish society. The same phenomenon can be identified in a Finnish case of a Somali boy Adrijham [40], which shows how strong the subjective discrimination can be. Adrijham has turned away from social trajectories and established an alternative trajectory in opposition to the Finnish society. He is fantasizing about returning to Somalia and killing Finnish tourists—a result of a strong, subjective experience of discrimination. Developing a transnational identity also becomes a strategy Adrijham uses—there is an orientation towards ethnic roots outside the national borders of Finland. Even though both strategies in the Finnish case of Adrijham might be results of exclusion, they are not very adequate for developing social participation in the future. Both the Danish and Finnish cases show how subjective discrimination can cause some youth to enter trajectories leading them away or in opposition to society, away from sociality. The same might potentially happen in the case of the Black Rappers in Lisbon or the Turkish Power Boys in Germany but their strategies might also lead them into societal trajectories—their strategies appear more appropriate for developing into instead of away from society.

3. Conclusions

Social responsibility is both a general value and a contextual quality. Therefore social responsibility always refers to a social situation or social context. Our case analysis makes this perspective clear. Social responsibility development among ethnic minority youth relates to both contexts and to exclusive and inclusive experiences. The special meaning of social responsibility thus becomes part of the late modern societal situation and to the youth life construction at the same time.

The late modern development has underlined the new situation in which the individual life has become deinstitutionalised according to space and rules [15] and unsecured according to biographical trajectory development [14,41]. As described by Baumann, life planning has been changed to episodes which refer to situational options. Particularly ethnic minority youth are facing the challenges of these developments. They have often been placed in a deinstitutionalised situation and only given the option to grasp situational opportunities. They have to “read” their social situation and to develop personal and often individual trajectories to construct their own perspective of social integration. As agents they have to find meaningfulness of their social life to be able to act. Therefore, in this late modern individualisation process young people not only become agents of their own life, but also agents of society. However, this new situation calls for a form of agency which is oriented towards responsibility for a general life in society. This challenge of developing social responsibility therefore creates situations in which the individual must take on the responsibility of becoming a societal subject in whatever societal development he or she is taking part.

Today this is a contradictory situation. On one hand, it becomes imperative to become not only a social actor but a societal actor. On the other hand, late modern individualisation has also become a more private concern. This development is not only part of a consumer world situation but also part of the logic of the most important part of youth life itself, the education system. Late modern education constructs individual competition and the individual qualification processes as the overall interest of the individual young person. The “Pisa logic” which floods the European societies creates individual competition in school life and therefore constructs differentiation between young people. Therefore, the opposition between becoming a social and a societal responsible person creates challenges for all people, but especially it creates problems for ethnic minority youth who often feel in opposition to a broad societal integration. The differentiation of young people creates high walls to climb for young people from lower social and/or ethnic minority backgrounds. This kind of differentiation follows patterns or modes of arranging of inclusion and exclusion as social integrative strategies. In this situation, social responsibility has become an important issue.

As the case analysis shows, it is not easy to manoeuvre in this world. Young people from families coming from societies with a low level of social security experience social responsibility as a “family issue” or a sort of responsibility with very local borders. The traditional modern European perspective on social responsibility was developed on the idea of the national state which made social responsibility a national and therefore societal phenomenon. The late modern picture of social responsibility shows how the individual’s social responsibility is
more oriented towards him/herself. The late modern challenge therefore seems to demand solutions to the contradiction between societal life, social relations, and individual interests, i.e. ways of developing societal responsibility “inside” individual action. The individual may develop a broad social responsibility, which does not necessarily become a societal responsibility. Being excluded and experiencing exclusion may lead to strong social and peer relations and to a strong social responsibility among comrades—and inside the family. Social responsibility functions differently in different social situations, and most importantly social responsibility is always a contradictory issue which is embedded in both social and cultural traditions. Therefore social responsibility follows the processes of social integration and the processes of social inclusion and exclusion.

The challenges of social integration also seem to follow variables as income, education, family relations, and cultural traditions. Scoring low on two or more of these variables point to the existence of social problems or problems related to a successful social integration. Therefore social responsibility may vary according to the situation of social integration. People who are on the boarders of social integration develop a more individual or local perspective on social responsibility. They have to fight for their situation.

Social responsibility also refers to the broader inclusion/exclusion-perspective which exists in local society. Nationally and locally there often exists a border of solidarity which is difficult to cross, and which is seen as protecting the local communities. In situations where local or even national solidarity is pictured as an important social quality, it becomes difficult to be included in the national solidarity. Especially markers of religion influence this situation. Cultural differences as both differences of tradition and religion are seen as being the same—a non-national perspective.

The policies of discrimination also influence the development of social responsibility. Both subjective and objective discrimination become important. The more structural objective discrimination becomes imbedded in everyday institutional arrangements (as logic inside and in-between zones of policy), the more difficult it is to broaden a social responsible perspective to a societal level. Differentiations in terms of educational level, job-options, and workplace structure establish structures of objective discrimination, which are both chosen and enforced logics of activity. This objective discrimination often results in a subjective discrimination which also may become contradictory. Ethnic minority youth may be discriminated against because of their social and societal position. They may choose to refrain from engaging in and becoming friends with other young people.

If we combine these two dimensions, we may draw a model of the challenge of social responsibility (Figure 4).

Social responsibility therefore seems to be the answer to the social situation young ethnic minority youth experience. It is not in a passive way, but as strategies which seem possible to develop as individualisation strategies in a world in which social integration is a contradictory process. Social responsibility may only become a societal responsibility if young ethnic minority youth are both formally and locally integrated in local communities. At the same time it seems as if discrimination leads to different forms of limitation of social responsibility ranging from societal to a more social and local form of social responsibility.

In conclusion, arranging of arenas and zones of politics in youth life influences the constitution of social responsibility because conditions of everyday life (the expediency of social and individual trajectories) determine the possibilities of committing oneself socially. Especially, the dimensions of inclusion and discrimination influence the possibilities of developing forms of social responsibility.

**Back to the Intervention Perspectives**

As this analysis has shown, obviously some very serious problems exist according to late modern youth life, which may contribute to creation of a new youth lifestyle, and a new youth generation. This new youth generation both consists of local ethnic majority youth and ethnic minority youth. They are at risk in a society in which individual individualisation has taken the lead in social integration. Especially they are at risk because the liberalistic policies, media influence, and liberal everyday life creating a society in which youth life is differenti-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective discrimination</th>
<th>Subjective discrimination</th>
<th>No discrimination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social inclusion</td>
<td>Cultural social responsibility</td>
<td>Private social responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social exclusion</td>
<td>Local or family social responsibility</td>
<td>Anti-social responsibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.** Discrimination and social inclusion.
ated between losers and winners and in this way connect social inequality with differentiation in the creation of a marginalised youth generation. Ethnic minority youth seem to be the case in point of this differentiation process.

Youth activities and also antisocial behaviour follow the logic of youth becoming cultural agents in a society which marginalises parts of young people. They manage as best they can.

Intervention therefore should be formed as a fight against differentiation in educational and youth life. It should give opportunities for young people to engage in a trajectory which does lead somewhere.

Especially for ethnic minority youth, much more energy should be canalised into both the development of integrative trajectories and individual support.
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